[Risk assessment and its appropriateness supporting the physician in the certification of a suspected occupational disease.]
The topic of appropriateness was defined as the new frontier of development of health interventions. RH Brook in an Editorial published in the BMJ in 1994 defines the appropriateness "… an intervention for which the expected benefits are greater (with a sufficient margin) the possible negative consequences … excluding economic considerations". In workplaces the goal of appropriateness should cover not only the actions of health surveillance and health protocols, but also and primarily all stages of the risk assessment process. Only through an assessment of occupational risks that aims to identify, evaluate and measure the real professional risk factors in specific working environments, it is possible to meet the requirements of effectiveness, efficiency and protection of ethical principles in the identification of priorities (according to values of person, community and society) that represent the size of the appropriateness of an intervention. At the same time, the risk assessment should provide to the occupational pyisician instruments to study with scientific, justifiable and reproducible criteria the possible correlation between damage to the worker's health and the occupational risk factors. In the process of reporting of suspected technopathy, both for prevention purposes (according to art. 139 of Presidential Decree 1165/68, art. 10 of Legislative Decree 38/00 and DM 10 June 2014), both for insurance purposes (according to art. 53 of Presidential Decree 1165/68 and Ministerial Decree 9 April 2008), it should be considered two indispensable judgment elements to study the correlation between the disease and the work: on the one hand the level (measured or estimated) of the occupational risk factors; on the other hand the appropriateness of the risks assessment compared to the best and most current scientific evidence (Evidence Based Medicine - EBM), according to technical standards and specific guidelines. Our study underlines the importance of appropriateness in the risk assessment process to analyze the correlation between the exposure to specific occupational hazards and the suspected technopathy.